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ABSTRACT:
Deviation renders a person diverted genius. This diverted genius later on becomes a misguided missile. Such a misguided
missile either becomes dangerously brilliant or brilliantly dangerous or both simultaneously. A diverted soul tries to
compensate its deficiency. He commits suicide if he fails. Some accepts ill luck and lives poorly. Only an expert can regain his
previous state of life at ease. To him deviation or no deviation is equal and at par. He is so confident. He is so genius.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather reveals, so it
bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, and
the best critical writing is creative. The present article is
the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal essayist, wrote many essays and notably, Of
Love, Of Friendship, Of Ambition, Of Studies, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation i.e., his unique style
kindled the imagination already in me and encouraged me
as well to write essays, in the light of creative writing, thus
to get relief through Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Deviate is to go from the way. It is to turn aside from a
certain course. It means departure from a standard or
norm. It is to change from a course of action or from what
is normal or usual. It is to turn aside from a route, rule,
way, truth, direction, doctrine, etc. It is to diverge.
It is to differ from mean value, etc.
diverge. It is to err. It is to digress.

It is to cause to

Deviate is to depart or swerve, as from a course of action
or acceptable norm. It is to cause to swerve. It is
characterized by deviation from an accepted norm, as of
behaviour. It is a person or thing that departs from the
accepted norm or standard. It is a sexual pervert.
Deviation implies a deviating or being deviant, as in
behaviour, political ideology, etc.

Deviation is a sharp divergence from normal behaviour. It
is divergence from the official ideology or policies of a
political party, especially a Communist party. It is the
deflection of the magnetic compass needle due to magnetic
influences, specifically on a ship, such deflection caused by
the ship’s own magnetic properties. In statistics it is the
amount by which a number differs from an average or
other comparable value e.g., means deviation, standard
deviation.
Deviationism is the practice or advocacy of deviation in
politics, especially from communism. It is deviating
sharply from the traditional approach. It is to deviate from
the right path.
Deviation from the truth seldom pays. A liar may avail
single success. Continuous or constant success is beyond
his dream. Deviation from the rules of grammar is either a
mistake or a poetic licence enjoyed by a writer. Deviation
from decorum causes ill-fame thereby invites hatred.
Deviation of an optic axis from normal position is the
concern of a mathematician.
A deviant, especially, is one whose sexual behaviour is
deviant. It is easier to deviate than to stay steady. It needs
practice to remain steady. It is really an art. All is not artist.
This answers why deviants are many and steady
characters are numbered.
As per statistics deviation is the difference between one of
a set of values and some fixed value, usually the mean of
the set. Standard deviation is a quantity calculated to
indicate the extent of deviation for a group as a whole.
Standard deviation is the square root of the variance of a
number of observations. In navigation deviation is the
deflection of a ship’s compass-needle caused by iron in the
ship etc. Thus in nautical it is the error of a magnetic
compass, as a result of local magnetism, expressed in plus
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degrees east or minus degrees west of magnetic north.
Deviation is a departure or divergence from an established
dogma or ideology or a party doctrine, especially a
communist one. A deviationist is a communist whose
doctrine deviates from the strictly orthodox.
Man deviates. He has to deviate. He is bound to deviate.
Thus man, willy-nilly, deviates infinite times from cradle to
grave. In this regard he is quite undone. Deviations are of
various kinds having different forms and features. Also it
differs in different degrees and dimension as well.
Someone deviates from one’s plan. Someone deviates from
the norm. Someone deviates from the subject under
discussion. The flight was forced to deviate from its usual
route. A judicious person seldom deviates from what he
believes to be right. A successful person has little deviation
from his usual routine.
Sexual deviation is very common among the sailors. Sexual
deviation thereby extra-marital affair is a hindrance
towards family bondage thereby peace and happiness of
common people.
A deviation from the rules causes punishment. In politics
the action of moving away from the beliefs held by the
group to which one belongs is necessary for the sake of the
mere existence of the party itself. Party ideologists
accuse a deviant to alert other opportunists. Technically it
is the amount by which a single measurement differs from
the average e.g., a compass deviation of 5 degree i.e., from
true north.
As per, municipal building construction rule, deviation
means demolition. This strictness is done just to save the
city from ill planned or unplanned constructions. A
diverted person is a deviated one. In case of self deviation
a person can regain previous state of life through
correction. But it is too difficult to re-track a prodigal son.
If a person is compelled to deviate then he takes revenge
when he gets back his normalcy. It is equally true in case of
river. The course of a river is deviated from its normal
track through dam. The river takes revenge by flood
coupled with drought. Man proposes but god disposes. \
As such life deviates. All cannot be pre-planned. Hence
deviation is observed in every sphere of life. A ship
deviates in storm. When fair weather appears, then it goes
back to its original direction to reach its desired
destination.
Wander, stray are synonymous to deviation. Deviate,
digress, diverge, swerve, veer imply turning or going aside
from a path. To deviate is to turn or wander, often by slight
degrees, from what is considered the most direct or
desirable approach to a given physical, intellectual, or
moral end e.g., fear caused him to deviate from the truth.
Further, deviate suggests a turning aside, often to only a
slight degree, from the correct or prescribed course,
standard, doctrine, etc. e.g., to deviate from the truth.
To digress is primarily to wander from the main theme or
topic in writing or speaking, especially for explanation or

illustration e.g., a speaker may digress to relate an amusing
anecdote. Further, digress suggests a wandering, often
deliberate and temporary, from the main topic in speaking
or writing.
Diverge suggests the branching off of a single path or
course into two courses constantly leading away from each
other e.g., the sides of an angle diverge from a single point.
Two paths diverge when they proceed from a common
point in such directions that the distance between them
increases e.g., the sides of an angle diverge from a common
point. The interests of students gradually diverge. Primary
education is common to all. Higher education paves the
way for deviation thereby diversion thus to nurture
different intellects already in man. Here the proverb goes,
“Many men many minds”.
Swerve implies a sudden or sharp turning from a path,
course, etc. e.g., the car swerved to avoid hitting us.
Veer, originally used of ships and wind, suggests a turning
or series of turnings so as to change direction.
Deviation renders a person diverted genius. This diverted
genius later on becomes a misguided missile. Such a
misguided missile either becomes dangerously brilliant or
brilliantly dangerous or both simultaneously. A diverted
soul tries to compensate its deficiency. He commits suicide
if he fails. Some accepts ill luck and lives poorly. Only an
expert can regain his previous state of life at ease. To him
deviation or no deviation is equal and at par. He is so
confident. He is so genius.

CONCLUSION
Right track is always good. Deviation is not good at all. In
case of danger deviation i.e., alternate route may be
adopted. When danger is over then main track should be
adopted to avoid complicacy. The followers can follow the
predecessor properly. In case of student life deviation from
study accelerates confirmed ruin. A student if deviates and
wastes valuable time of student life then thousand
moments of future can hardly compensate the deficiency
caused by the misuse of a single precious moment of
student life. Misfortune dogs him wherever he goes. Such a
cursed deviant victim suffers till he breadths his last.
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